Ladies and Gentlemen,

I do wish to express my high appreciation for the great pivots of your kind invitation to participate in the 142 Assembly Session of the IPU. I also do like to reassure that the COVID-19 Pandemic has been testifying the humanitarian values when it comes to the world's participation to destroy and dismantle such pandemic and handling its economic and social consequences as well as the just and transparent distribution of the vaccines to help the countries and communities to overcome their crises towards better future.

The worst of what's happening in the region in which my country 'JORDAN' belongs to, is the crimes that Israel commits against the Palestinians in their poor and condensed populated cities such as Gaza strip which has been excluded from the just distribution of the corona vaccines under the absence of justice and the unrespect to the international laws in addition to the progressive human tragedies and as a result of the multi crises in the Middle East.

In Jordan, it is worth mentioning that the Syrian refugees have been the first to be freely vaccinated against corona because the human and moral values always precede justice. During the time when Jordan has been in great need for its all medical staff and abilities, it sent whatever it could to rescue the victims of the Israeli aggressions and attacks on Gaza Strip and the West Bank.
Ladies and Gentlemen,

The better future we are seeking won't be achieved by the destruction of the Corona only, but rather by eliminating injustice and greed as well as reinforcing the values of democracy and human rights. This will assure and support the progressive development beside the compulsory missions of our parliament councils. And for our parliament union to utilize its international stature to support and implement peace, security and have the nations benefit from the nature's misfortunes which have been granted by Allah the Almighty to all human beings.
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